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AIPS Islamabad 
Center Highlights

dear friends,

w
ith the height of the coVid-19 

pandemic increasingly behind 

us, planning and support for 

aips’s mission continues on multiple fronts.

aips funded and helped organize mul-

tiple workshops this past year. in pakistan, 

it supported workshops by Joel Gordon 

(university of arkansas), Zehra Hashmi 

(Brown university [but now the university 

of pennsylvania]), richard wolf (Harvard 

university)/alan ray (university of indiana, 

Bloomington), and iftikhar dadi (cornell 

university)/farhan karim (university of 

kansas)/faiza mushtaq (indus Valley 

school of the art & architecture). the hosting partners for these 

workshops were in islamabad, lahore, and karachi:

n forman christian college university in lahore and the institute 

of Business administration (iBa), karachi, hosted Joel Gordon’s 

popular culture and History: research directions and approaches 

workshop.

n Quaid-e-azam university in islamabad hosted Zehra Hashmi’s 

writing and publishing workshop for ph.d. and m.phil. students.

n the national council of arts in lahore hosted richard wolf and 

alan Burdette’s faculty development workshop in ethnomusicology.

n the indus Valley school of art & architecture in karachi hosted 

iftikhar dadi, farhan karim, and faiza mushtaq’s workshop titled 

architecture, urban design and environmental activism in con-

temporary pakistan.

in addition to these workshops, aips supported the pathways to 

development: equitable and sustainable Grown in pakistan confer-

ence. a three-day conference at lums, several us-based scholars 

attended it. facilitated by aips trustee dr. sarah khan of Yale univer-

sity, the multidisciplinary event covered themes ranging from macro-

economic stability to climate change to gender and social justice. 

in the united states, aips conducted the third emerging 

scholars symposium and a Q&a panel session with the editors of 

critical pakistan studies at the 2022 annual conference on south 

asian studies (acsas). (the institute will host a second Q&a ses-

sion with the critical pakistan studies editors at acsas 2023 and 

plans a fourth emerging scholars symposium at acsas 2024). in 

addition to these events, aips co-sponsored the 12th annual paki-

stan conference at the university of michigan and a second event, 

the pakistan conference: 75 Years of independence, at Harvard 

university’s lakshmi mittal and family south asia institute. in addi-

tion to conferences, symposia, and panels, aips created a reoc-

curring introduction to urdu language and culture online course. 

offered through extended learning at the university of wisconsin, 

madison, the course is open to the public for credit. requiring no 

previous knowledge, it provides participants with a solid starting 

foundation in urdu and the socio-cultural traditions of pakistan. 

aips funded a wide variety of research grants this past year. 

this year’s short-term fellowship recipients were ahmed afzal 

(california state university-fullerton), daniel waqar (tufts uni-

versity), ijaz ahmad (university of Georgia), Jonathan paramore 

(university of california, santa cruz), muntazir ali (Brown univer-

sity), noor Habib (university of massachusetts, amherst), omar 

Gondal (washington university in st. louis), osama ahmad (Brown 

university), sharmeen mehri (university of Buffalo [sunY]), and 

syed Haider shahbaz (university of california, los angeles). the 

recipients’ projects crossed many disciplines:

n ethnographic study of the uses of mobile social networking 

apps in urban pakistan (anthropology).

n Governing crowds: a study of “unlawful assembly” laws and 

social practices in south asia, c. 1830s-1970s (History).

n seeing Beyond control: assessing the impact of the 18th amend-

ment on pakistan’s Higher (Higher education administration).

n nasalization in punjabi and mankiyali (linguistics).

n chitral as a “tribal” region: the promise and perils of integration, 

1947-1969 (religious studies).

n remapping literary worlds: miraji’s urdu translations of world 

poetry (comparative literature).

Dr. Matthew A. Cook,
AIPS President
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Front cover photo: Mohenjo-daro, Sindh, Pakistan by Dr. Uzma Rizvi

1. Dr. Richard Wolf (Professor, Harvard University) gave a talk on 

the role of music studies in humanities’ curricula at the islamabad 

club on december 7, 2022. professors and lecturers from nigeria, 

uganda, kenya, kazakhstan, and pakistan attended the discussion.

2. Students and scholars attended a screening of dr. wolf’s film, 

Two Poets and a River at the national college of arts in lahore on 

november 30, 2022.

3. Dr. J. Mark Kenoyer (Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison) 

visited Pakistan to facilitate archaeological workshops and excava-

tion from december 24, 2022-January 20, 2023. over 170 people 

attended these events.

4. From December 12-18, 2022, AIPS assisted with the workshop 

titled “pedagogic research: advancing methods, analysis, and 

practices” at fatima Jinnah women university. dr. michael Hirsch 

(professor, Huston-tillotson university) led the workshop along with 

dr. saima Hamid, dr. aneela maqsood, dr. adeela rehman, dr. shazia 

Hashmat, dr. shaheryar naveed, and dr. sadaf sajjad. over 800 

people attended the event.

5. Caroline Cummings (University of Oregon, CEO of the Regional 

Accelerator & Innovation Network (RAIN)) led workshops for 

women entrepreneurs at fatima Jinnah women university (fJwu) 

from January 13-31, 2023. aips facilitated her lodging and travel for 

the events, and 129 people were in attendance.

6. Cummings met with students of entrepreneurship at fJwu on 

January 17, 2023. 

7. AIPS facilitated the visit of Dr. Jason Brownlee (Professor, 

University of Texas at Austin) as he attended meetings and gave 

lectures at the lahore university of management sciences from 

october 14-22, 2022. 

Continued on page 18
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Individual 
Grantees

AIPS Short-term research 
Grants to Pakistan 2023
since 2012, aips has offered short-

term research Grants to aips mem-

bers regardless of citizenship. this 

year, aips allocated ten short-term 

research Grants to allow scholars to 

perform preliminary or exploratory 

research in pakistan for one to three 

months using aips’s unrestricted 

funds. abstracts and final reports for 

these projects are available on the 

aips website.

Ahmed Afzal

institution: california state university, 

fullerton

field: anthropology 

project title: “ethnographic study of the 

uses of mobile social networking apps in 

urban pakistan”

Daniel Waqar

institution: tufts university 

field: History 

project title: “Governing crowds: a study 

of ‘unlawful assembly’ laws and social 

practices in south asia, c. 1830s-1970s”

Ijaz Ahmad

institution: university of Georgia

field: Higher education administration 

project title: “seeing Beyond control: 

assessing the impact of the 18th amend-

ment on pakistan’s Higher education”

Jonathan Paramore

institution: university of california, 

santa cruz

field: linguistics

project title: “nasalization in punjabi and 

mankiyali”

Muntazir Ali

institution: Brown university

field: religious studies

project title: “chitral as a ‘tribal’ region: 

the promise and perils of integration, 

1947-1969”

Noor Habib

institution: university of massachusetts 

amherst  

field: comparative literature 

project title: “remapping literary worlds: 

miraji’s urdu translations of world poetry”

Omar Gondal

institution: washington university in st. louis 

field: economics

project title: “asymmetric information, rela-

tional contracts, and prices: evidence from 

fresh produce supply chain in pakistan”

Osama Ahmad

institution: Brown university

field: History

project title: “city of knowledge: lahore’s 

urdu Bazaar as engine of print, urbanity 

and self-fashioning”

Sharmeen Mehri

institution: university at Buffalo, sunY

field: english

project title: “dr. dastur dhalla library: 

mapping parsi writing and its literary 

archive in karachi”

Haider Shahbaz

institution: university of california, 

los angeles

field: comparative literature 

project title: “anticolonial relation: afro-

asian solidarity in urdu magazines, 1947-

1990”

AIPS Conference travel 
Grants 2022-2023
aips awards travel grants to help 

facilitate its members’ participa-

tion in international and domestic 

conferences. Grants for u.s. citi-

zens are funded through either the 

Bureau of educational and cultural 

affairs (eca) of the u.s. depart-

ment of state or the council of 

american overseas research cen-

ters (caorc). non-us citizens are 

funded by aips’s unrestricted funds. 

abstracts and final reports for these 

projects are on the aips website.

Adeem Suhail

domestic travel Grant

institution: franklin and marshall college

conference name: annual conference on 

south asia, uw-madison

conference dates: october 19-22, 2022

title of paper: “faith, flood and pesti-

lence: climate change and the incom-

pleteness of reality in pakistan”

Andrew Amstutz

international travel Grant 

institution: university of arkansas at 

little rock

conference name: exhibit asia: partition 

and the transition to nation-states in 

south and east asia

conference dates: september 1-2, 2023

title of paper: “exhibiting pakistan, italian 

style: partition and the exhibition of Bud-

dhist sculpture in italian museums”

John Mock

international travel Grant

institution: university of california, santa cruz

conference name: roots of peristan: 

the pre-islamic cultures of the Hindukush-

karakorum

conference dates: october 5-7, 2022

title of paper(s): “tibetans in Gilgit and 

wakhan – new data, new implications”; 

“on the title tham of Hunza rulers”; and 

“onomastics of shri Badat, the cannibal 

king of Gilgit”

Mashal Saif

international travel Grant 

institution: clemson university 

conference name: annual conference of 

the British association for islamic studies

conference dates: may 15-16, 2023

title of paper: “Between History and memo-

ry: contemporary pakistani shi‘a ‘ulama’s re-

flections on politics and sectarian Harmony”

Sarah Robinson 

international travel Grant

institution: university of california, 

los angeles

conference name: aas-in-asia

conference dates: June 24-27, 2022

title of paper: “from talib to shaheed: con-

temporary tarana production in pakistan”

AIPS Islamabad 
Center Highlights

8. Ms. Atufa Qazi (Assistant Director, AIPS-Pakistan Office) gave 

opening remarks at the “pop culture and History – research direc-

tions” workshop led by dr. Joel Gordon (professor, university of 

arkansas) at fccu lahore from march 13-14, 2023, below.

9. “Pop Culture and History – Research Directions” workshop par-

ticipants and facilitators are pictured below.

10. AIPS President, Dr. Matthew A. Cook (Professor, North Carolina 

Central University), met with dr. inam ullah leghari (associate 

professor and chairperson, Quaid-i-azam university), faculty, and 

students at Qau on July 18, 2023, below. 

11. The University of Sindh’s Pakistan Study Centre organized a ses-

sion for dr. cook to interact with chairpersons and faculty members 

of various departments at the university, below. 

After 25 years with AIPS, mr. nadeem akbar, aips-pak-

istan director, has retired. nadeem has been integral to 

aips operations in pakistan, and his contributions will be 

appreciated and remembered by many. aips thanks him 

for his many years of service.

during his time with aips, nadeem facilitated partnerships 

between us and pakistani scholars and universities. as the 

resource person for those visiting pakistan, and in his role 

as aips-pakistan director, he helped numerous scholars 

conduct research, facilitate workshops, and deliver lectures. 

aips applauds nadeem’s quarter-century commitment to 

pakistan studies and extends its best wishes to him regard-

ing his future plans.

Retirement of AIPS-Pakistan 
Director, Nadeem Akbar

“I am grateful to AIPS for 

supporting my disserta-

tion research and giv-

ing me the opportunity to 

develop a strong foundation 

for my prolonged ethno-

graphic fieldwork.” — Shandana Waheed, AIPS 

Pre-Doctoral Fellowship

g r a n t e e  t e s t i m o n i a l
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AIPS Conferences 
and Workshops

AIPS Emerging Scholars Symposium 

date: october 20, 2022

location: madison, wi, usa

on october 20, 2022, aips hosted its 

biennial emerging scholars symposium in 

conjunction with the 50th annual confer-

ence on south asia in madison, wi. the 

symposium showcased research being 

done by six junior scholars in the field of 

pakistan studies regarding a variety of 

topics including digital humanities, decol-

onization, women’s rights, political islam, 

incarceration, and labor movements. the 

symposium was divided into four sessions, 

with each session’s chair giving detailed 

feedback that led to lively discussions on 

the papers. the scholars and papers are 

listed below:

From “New Womanhood” to “New Work-

ing Class”: Gender and Class Ambiguity 

in Pakistan’s New Service Economy – dr. 

sidra kamran, assistant professor, the new 

school for social research

Arguing Pakistan in Late Colonial India: The 

Political Thought of Shabbir Ahmad Usmani 

– Hasan Hameed, ph.d. candidate, princ-

eton university

Double Bind of Gendered Digital Activism 

in Pakistan – naila sahar, postdoctoral fel-

low, state university of new York, Buffalo

“Digital Pakistan”: Dramas, Data Analytics 

and the Remaking of a Culture Industry – 

elliot montpellier, ph.d. candidate, univer-

sity of pennsylvania

Militarizing the Psyche: Incarceration and 

the Ontologies of Mental Illness in Pakistan 

– sanaullah khan, ph.d. candidate, Johns 

Hopkins university

Pakistani Women’s Labor at the Crossroads 

of Patriarchy and Colonial Capitalism: A 

Historical Perspective – sameera abbas, 

ph.d. candidate, state university of new 

York, Buffalo 

session chairs included dr. matthew a. 

cook (north carolina state university), dr. 

Yaqoob Bangash (Harvard university), dr. 

rini Bhattacharya mehta (university of illi-

nois at urbana-champaign), and dr. iftikhar 

dadi (cornell university).

The Pakistan Conference: 

75 Years of Independence 

date: november 29-30, 2022

location: Harvard university, usa

this two-day conference, organized by dr. 

Yaqoob khan Bangash (Harvard universi-

ty), had an interdisciplinary focus across all 

fields relating to pakistan, with 40 present-

ers from a global community of scholars. 

the interdisciplinary focus ensures that the 

field of pakistan studies is moving towards 

a more holistic humanities and social sci-

ences approach beyond the traditional 

security studies that has dominated the 

field. the keynote speaker was Justice 

Qazi faez isa, the senior puisne Judge of 

the supreme court of pakistan and the 

plenary was given by dr. pippa Virdee from 

the demontfort university in the uk. aips 

funds helped sponsor the participation of 

seven graduate students at the conference, 

ensuring that early-career scholars could 

also participate in this conference. the con-

ference organizers are now working with 

routledge to publish an edited volume 

based on select conference papers. 

Faculty Development in Ethnomusicology 

Workshop

date: november 30-december 4, 2022

location: national college of arts, lahore, 

pakistan 

led by dr. richard wolf (Harvard univer-

sity) and alan Burdette (indiana univer-

sity-Bloomington), this workshop was an 

opportunity for participants to give presen-

tations of their research areas and dis-

cuss strategies for their respective works. 

several approaches to musical archiving 

and the value of audio recordings were 

also explored. participants and organizers 

engaged in beneficial discussions regard-

ing sound archive training, finding aids, 

audiences, and grant writing. overall, the 

workshop contributed to making pakistan’s 

musical heritage more available to scholars, 

musicians, and others who value it. 

Pop Culture and History Workshop: 

Research Directions

date: march 13-14, and 16, 2023

location: forman christian college univer-

sity, lahore and the institute of Business 

administration, karachi

the purpose of the workshop was to share 

theoretical and methodological questions 

and insight related to the study of popular 

culture and to expand participants’ horizons 

on what might constitute an ‘archive.’ the 

two-day workshop at fccu was attended 

by approximately 25 graduate students 

from five institutions and one faculty mem-

ACSA Panel Funding
aips funded the travel of one scholar 

in pakistan to participate in an accept-

ed panel at the 2022 annual confer-

ence on south asia in madison, wi.

J. Mark Kenoyer on behalf of panelist, 

Abdul Samad

international travel Grant

institution: university of wisconsin-madison

conference name: annual conference on 

south asia

conference dates: october 19-22, 2022

title of panel: “innovative approaches to 

traditional archaeology in south asia: 

indus to early Historic periods”

title of paper: “researches and new ap-

proaches in khyber pakhtunkhwa (ancient 

Gandhara) archaeology”

AIPS Fellowships 2022-2023
each year, aips awards long-term pre-

doctoral and post-doctoral fellow-

ships for two to nine months. funding 

for these fellowships comes from the 

Bureau of educational and cultural af-

fairs (eca) of the u.s. department of 

state, through a grant from the coun-

cil of american overseas research 

centers (caorc), and from aips’s 

unrestricted funds. these awards have 

been highly competitive, and aips 

is excited to announce the recently 

awarded fellows below. full abstracts 

and final reports for all fellows are ac-

cessible on the aips website.

Aabiya Noman Baqai

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: university of texas at austin

field: community and regional planning

project title: “re-imagining citizenship 

through informal assemblages in islam-

abad, pakistan”

Brannon Ingram 

post-doctoral fellow

institution: northwestern university 

field: religious studies

project title: “‘religion’ in muslim south 

asia: on the colonial pathways of a modern 

category”

Du Fei

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: cornell university 

field: History

project title: “Gendering property and islam-

ic law in Bengal and punjab, c. 1770-1870”

Kylie Gilchrist

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: university of manchester 

field: art History 

project title: “karachi modern: situat-

ing rasheed araeen’s early works in the 

urban field”

Mubbashir Rizvi

post-doctoral fellow

institution: american university 

field: anthropology 

project title: “food Geographies of coex-

istence in the aftermath of Violence”

Muhammad Zubair Abro

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: university of new mexico

field: anthropology

project title: “sufi ‘Voicings’ of multicultur-

alism in contemporary pakistan: a linguis-

tic anthropological approach”

Onaiza Arshad

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: cunY Graduate center

field: anthropology

project title: “mediating national pasts: 

image and Built environment in andaroon 

lahore”

Saifullah Nasar

pre-doctoral fellow

institution: university of michigan 

field: anthropology 

project title: “Value across margins: regu-

lations and oil smuggling in iran-pakistan 

Borderlands”

Sameena Azhar 

post-doctoral fellow

institution: fordham university 

field: social work

project title: “Gender-Based Violence 

against khwaja sira in khyber pakhtunkh-

wa, pakistan”

Syeda ShahBano Ijaz

post-doctoral fellow

institution: university of california, san diego

field: political science 

project title: “aiding accountability: 

the politics of last mile service delivery”

Walter Hakala 

post-doctoral fellow

institution: university of Buffalo, sunY

field: language and literature

project title: “urdu as a critical foreign 

language in south korea: expanding 

pakistan studies at Hankuk university of 

foreign studies”

Congratulations to Muhammad Zubair Abro for being chosen 

as this year’s recipient of the Suhail Zaheer Lari Memorial Fel-

lowship Fund! the lari fund aims to promote studies on sindh 

through aips’s fellowships and short-term research Grants. a 

pre-doctoral candidate at the university of new mexico, abro 

explores “the mediation of sindhi nationalism in the sufi voicings 

of the poetry of shah latif, and the implications of the practices of this under-

represented group for highlighting the internal diversity of pakistani nationalism.” 

suhail Zaheer lari (1936-2020) was a pakistani historian and author who focused on 

research and documentation of the history of the sindh region in southern pakistan. 

His family established this fellowship in his memory.

Individual 
Grantees

AIPS Emerging Scholars Symposium
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AIPS Conferences 
and Workshops

ber from Government college university. 

distinguished professor sikander Hayat, 

dean of the fccu faculty of social science 

hosted the workshop. the audience at iBa 

consisted of a mix of junior faculty and 

their students. dr. Joel Gordon (university 

of arkansas) led the workshop, and he 

drove discussion sessions where attend-

ees raised parallels to their own research 

endeavors and projected plans that fit 

more squarely into pakistan studies across 

a wide spectrum of disciplines. these 

themes included media studies, literature, 

cultural studies, political science, environ-

mental studies, and gender. the workshop 

sought to move scholarship beyond exist-

ing parameters, especially at a time when 

official archives are restrictive in what 

scholars are allowed to access.

Architecture, Urban Design, and Environ-

mental Activism in Contemporary Pakistan 

date: may 12-13, 2023

location: indus Valley school of art and 

architecture, karachi, pakistan

organized by dr. iftikhar dadi (cornell 

university), dr. farhan karim (university of 

kansas), and dr. faiza mushtaq (iVs), the 

workshop brought together scholars and 

environmental designers based in pakistan 

(architects, urban planners, landscape 

designers, urban researchers & design 

educators) who are exploring diverse 

models of research, practice, and peda-

gogy to address land rights and climate 

related insecurity in pakistan. the work-

shop explored more humanistic ways of 

looking at climate crisis and climate justice 

in the region. as a result, participants were 

given the tools to access and engage in 

more diverse climate conversations. 

Pathways to Development: Sustainable 

and Equitable Growth in Pakistan

date: december 19-21, 2022

location: lums, lahore, pakistan

this conference featured participation 

from several us-based scholars whose 

travel was facilitated by Yale university 

(dr. sarah khan) with support from aips. 

the conference saw more than 70 speak-

ers across 22 panel sessions and was 

attended by over 350 students, faculty 

members, scholars, and government 

officials. the multidisciplinary confer-

ence centered on the theme of equitable 

and sustainable growth in pakistan and 

covered themes such as macroeconomic 

stability, climate change, gender and 

social justice, and many more. participants 

were therefore exposed to a broad array 

of expert assessment on pakistan’s path 

to sustainable and equitable growth and 

were able to hear the interplay between 

disciplines. the organizing committee is 

now planning to make the conference an 

annual event as planning gets underway 

for next year’s event. 

12th Annual UM Pakistan Conference

date: march 31, 2023

location: university of michigan, usa

dr. matthew Hull (university of michigan) 

organized this event alongside doctoral stu-

dents anmol Ghavri and meenu deswal. the 

conference was an initiative aimed at foster-

ing an alternative intellectual and political 

discourse on pakistan. this year’s conference 

concentrated on the theme “the country 

and the city in pakistan.” during discus-

sion, participants explored the relationship 

between the urban and the rural. they ex-

amined the role played by kinship, domestic-

ity, religion, institutional and technological 

change, and the everyday practices of gov-

ernance that mediate people’s experiences 

across the rural-urban continuum. 

AIPS
Opportunities

Please contact AIPS for more information  

on applying for these opportunities.

Institutional Membership waiver  
for the first two years of membership, aips waives the institu-

tional membership fee ($250) for two-year colleges and minority-

serving institutions. representatives of these institutions serve 

on the Board of trustees, have full voting rights, and are eligible 

for numerous funding opportunities available through aips. a 

permanent faculty member who is involved in pakistan studies 

should submit a proposal for affiliation. as soon as aips receives 

this application, the executive committee members will discuss 

and vote. 

 

AIPS Book Prize 

aips is soliciting books relating to pakistan studies (defined 

broadly) published within the last three years or soon-to-be 

published for the annual aips book prize. Books must be single 

authored monographs (no edited volumes); please confirm eligibility 

with aips prior to sending books. the award recipient will receive a 

monetary prize from aips ($1,000). applicants in all disciplines 

are encouraged to apply. The next deadline is January 10, 2024.  

 

Pakistan lecture Series
the pakistan lecture series (pls) is a program designed to sup-

port academic exchange between pakistani and us scholars and 

to promote the field of pakistan studies as a whole. as a part of 

this program, a pakistani scholar, artist, musician, etc., is invited 

to travel to the us for two to four weeks to present lectures at 

a minimum of three aips member institutions. pls speakers are 

nominated by aips members or member institutions. a three-

member committee solicits and screens potential pls speakers. 

the final selection and approval of the pls speaker is made by 

the aips executive committee and the Board of trustees and is 

contingent upon available funds.

the trustee or member institution proposing a pls speaker must 

make initial arrangements in terms of the speaker’s itinerary 

and the lectures that they will present. each host institution is 

expected to provide local hospitality for the pls speaker, includ-

ing accommodations, meals and local transportation.

this program is funded through grants from the council of ameri-

can overseas research centers and the Government of pakistan.

Introduction to Urdu language and Culture Course
aips will be hosting the introduction to urdu language and cul-

ture online course again in the spring of 2024. enrollment is open 

to all interested in exploring urdu language and culture, and faculty 

members at community colleges and minority serving institu-

tions (msis) are eligible to receive full funding to participate in the 

course thanks to support from aips’s department of education’s 

title Vi overseas research centers funding.

in this introductory level class, participants will have the opportu-

nity to gain a basic foundation in urdu and learn about the rich cul-

tural traditions of pakistan and other urdu-speaking regions. the 

10-week online course is ideal for those who want to get an over-

view of the basics of the urdu writing system, learn conversational 

urdu useful for daily activities (e.g. shopping, ordering in restau-

rants), and explore cultural themes via dramas, movies, songs and 

poetry. no previous knowledge is required, and participants can 

earn up to 2.0 ceu credits for completing the course. 

the course has been designed by dr. Jameel ahmad. dr. ahmad 

has been teaching beginning to advanced level urdu for over a 

decade at the university of washington, seattle.

“AIPS’s short term research 

grant was instrumental for me 

to advance in my PhD process. I 

am grateful for AIPS’s grant be-

cause this trip helped me adapt 

my project to the realities on the 

ground, and think through some 

of the research questions I’m 

asking.” — Aabiya Noman Baqai, 

AIPS Short-Term Research 

Grantee

g r a n t e e  t e s t i m o n i a l

Pathways to Development conference

Pathways to Development conference
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A
ips is excited to announce the debut of 

Critical Pakistan Studies, a new open-ac-

cess journal published with the support 

of cambridge university press. Critical Pakistan 

Studies will publish primary source interpretive 

research that, in addition to pakistan and paki-

stanis, tackle broader interdisciplinary issues. 

the journal’s interdisciplinary approach pushes 

beyond the nation-state, security, islam, extrem-

ism, and other topics that narrowly define the 

study of pakistan. it will analyze, discuss, and 

seek to understand the varied and multi-layered 

contexts that constitute pakistan and its people 

(both past and present and in south asia and 

the wider world).

the journal is in affiliation with the centre 

d’etudes de l’inde et de l’asie du sud--center for 

south asian studies and the university of exeter 

south asia centre. the journal is now accepting 

submissions. more information on the journal and 

author submission guidelines can be found on 

the journal’s website: Cambridge.org/cps

Critical Pakistan Studies
New Open-Access Journal from AIPS and CUP

T
he 2022 aips Book prize awardee, 

dr. nosheen ali, was recently inter-

viewed about her book Delusional 

States: Feeling Rule and Development in 

Pakistan’s Northern Frontier (cambridge 

university press, 2019).

How did you become interested in the 

topic(s) addressed in Delusional States: 

Feeling Rule and Development in Paki-

stan’s Northern Frontier?

i was stunned by the absence of the 

political and social identity of the then 

“northern areas” in the pakistan national 

imaginary—in school, in popular literature, 

even in intellectual discourse, there was 

scarcely any mention of the region as a 

historical and present place and only talk 

of k-2 and kkH. particularly, Gilgit-Baltis-

tan’s constitutional liminality and repres-

2022 AIPS Book Prize 
Interview: Nosheen Ali
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sive regimes of rule in relation to kashmir 

were deliberately silenced. i thought it 

important to delve further. 

What was the most challenging/reward-

ing part of researching Delusional States: 

Feeling Rule and Development in Paki-

stan’s Northern Frontier?

the most challenging part was navigat-

ing a new terrain in my early to late 20s, 

learning what “research” is, absorbing and 

observing so much not knowing where 

it is going, and learning what it means to 

inhabit and feel a new place. this was also 

the most rewarding part. the most chal-

lenging part was articulating a thought, 

a question, and laying out one’s ten-fold 

argument. this was also the most reward-

ing part. i was often told i do not have a 

“focus”, that i was “covering too much”, 

that i had to “pitch” myself in this way 

or that, and i must sound “important” by 

quoting “important” people. that is not 

my understanding of research, argument, 

or theory. we are multilayered beings with 

felt ways of seeing and connecting. and 

“writing” is action in the world. we must 

redefine “academic” work beyond the 

narrow confines of patriarchal and racial 

knowledge systems. 

What’s your next project?

currently, i am working on raachi publica-

tions, a new press that i have co-founded 

with aziz ali dad, and our joint edited vol-

ume titled Beyond the Mountains: Social 

and Political Imaginaries in Gilgit-Baltistan. 

second, i am working on karti dharti—a 

field-based ecological learning initiative 

based in sindh that seeks to enhance 

understanding and preservation of native 

seed/soil. finally, i am writing a book on 

gender, land and indigenous rights in 

Gilgit-Baltistan.

“working with AIPS was 

smooth and their support 

during the process has 

been exceptional. I received 

the funds a months before 

my departing flight, and I 

was able to make all the 

arrangements well in time. 

I am grateful to AIPS for 

supporting my research and 

enabling me to better per-

form my responsibility to 

my community and to my 

research.” — Syed Eisar 

Haider, AIPS Short-Term 

Research Grantee

g r a n t e e  t e s t i m o n i a l

Photo: Dr. Matthew Cook

Nosheen Ali with Aziz Ali Dad

“In school, 
in popular 
literature, 
even in 
intellectual 
discourse, 
there was 
scarcely any 
mention of the 
region as a 
historical and 
present place 
and only talk of 
K-2 and KKH.”
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Daniel Majchrowicz, assis-

tant professor, northwestern 

university

majchrowicz, daniel. Three 

Centuries of Travel Writing by 

Muslim Women. Bloomington: 

indiana university press, 2022.

Natasha Raheja, assistant pro-

fessor, cornell university

raheja, natasha. “Governing by 

proximity: state performance 

and migrant citizenship on the 

india-pakistan Border.” Cultural 

Anthropology Volume 37, no 3. 

(august 2022): 513-548.

Shahnaz Rouse, professor, 

sarah lawrence college 

rouse, shahnaz. “on 

contradiction(s): Being, 

Becoming, Belonging.” in Ways 

of Being, edited by sabyn 

Javeri. women unlimited, 2023. 

rouse, shahnaz. “culture: 

destabilising the Given order.” 

Dawn newspaper, 20 novem-

ber 2022.  

SherAli Tareen, associate 

professor of religious studies, 

franklin and marshall college

tareen, sherali. Perilous Intima-

cies: Debating Hindu-Muslim 

Friendship after Empire. new 

York: columbia university 

press, 2023.  

12

Abdul Aijaz, doctoral candi-

date, indiana university

aijaz, abdul. “state, scarcity, 

and survival: a minor History of 

people and place in the lower 

Bari doab, punjab.” Environ-

ment and Planning E: Nature 

and Space Volume 6. (January 

2023).  

Kamran Asdar Ali, professor, 

university of texas at austin

ali, kamran asdar, and asad 

ali, eds. Towards Peoples’ His-

tories in Pakistan: (In)audible 

Voices, Forgotten Pasts. 

Bloomsbury publishing, 2023. 

Meher Ali, phd student, 

princeton university

ali, meher. “student politics 

Between imagination and 

action: the national students 

federation and the anti-ayub 

movement in pakistan, 1956-

71.” in Crises in Authoritarian 

Regimes: Fragile Orders and 

Contested Power, edited by 

Jorg Baberowski and martin 

wagner. frankfurt: campus 

Verlag, 2022.  

Yaqoob Bangash, fulbright 

Visiting fellow for the lakshmi 

mittal and family south asia 

institute, Harvard university 

Bangash, Yaqoob, et al. “par-

titioning the university of the 

punjab.” Indian Economic and 

Social History Review Volume 

59, no 4. (october 2022). 

Bangash, Yaqoob. “anglo-

indians and the punjab parti-

tion: identity, politics, and the 

creation of pakistan.” Journal 

of Imperial and Commonwealth 

History. (July 2022).

Elena Bashir, senior lecturer 

emerita, university of chicago

Bashir, elena. “khowar and 

kalasha: similarities and dif-

ferences in their micro-areal 

contexts.” International Journal 

of Diachronic Linguistics and 

Linguistic Reconstruction Vol-

ume 19. (2022): 1-59.

Mushtaq Bilal, assistant pro-

fessor, institute of Business 

administration karachi 

Bilal, mushtaq. “Yes, i am 

Joseph Bhatti choohra.” 

Angles: New Perspectives on 

the Anglophone World Volume 

14 (2022).  

Alexander Cromwell, lecturer 

and associate director, George 

washington university 

cromwell, alexander. “Building 

social capital through encoun-

ter-Based peace education: 

How pakistani Youth sustain 

motivation for peacebuilding 

and social cohesion.” Compare: 

A Journal of Comparative and 

International Education Volume 

52. (october 2022).  

kalhoro, Javed ali and alex-

ander cromwell. “musharraf’s 

enlightened moderation pro-

gram: an attempt at trans-

forming education in pakistan.” 

in Teaching Peace and Conflict: 

The Multiple Roles of School 

Textbooks in Peacebuilding, 

edited by catherine Vanner, 

spogmai akseer, and thursica 

kovinthan levi, 43-61. new 

York: springer, 2022. 

Iftikhar Dadi, professor, cornell 

university

dadi, iftikhar. Lahore Cinema: 

Between Realism and Fable. 

seattle: university of washing-

ton press, 2022.  

dadi, iftikhar. The Lahore Bien-

nale 01 Reader. milan: skira, 

2022.

Sarah Halvorson, professor, 

university of montana

Halvorson, sarah, kelly 

franklin, and Judith fletcher-

Brown. “impacts of service 

learning on tourism students’ 

sustainability competen-

cies in conflict-affected 

Bamyan, afghanistan.” Interna-

tional Journal of Sustainability 

in Higher Education Volume 24. 

(february 2023). 

Halvorson, sarah, and andrew 

orr, et al. “knowledge priorities 

on climate change and water 

in the upper indus Basin: a 

Horizon scanning exercise to 

identify the top 100 research 

Questions in the social and 

natural sciences.” Earth’s 

Future Volume 10, no 4. (march 

2022).

Sarah Khan, assistant profes-

sor, Yale university

khan, sarah, et al. “canvass-

ing the Gatekeepers: a field 

experiment to increase women 

Voters’ turnout in pakistan.” 

American Political Science 

Review Volume 117, no 1. (feb-

ruary 2023): 1-21. 

Hamza Iqbal, phd student, 

university of texas at austin 

iqbal, Hamza. “a translation of 

Juan elia’s preface of sha-yad.” 

Journal of Urdu Studies Vol-

ume 2, no. 2. (february 2023): 

159-216.

Elizabeth Lhost, postdoctoral 

fellow, dartmouth college

lhost, elizabeth. Everyday 

Islamic Law and the Making of 

Modern South Asia. chapel Hill: 

university of south carolina 

press, July 2022.

AIPS Member Publi-
cations and Resources
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C
ongratulations to both dr. isabel Huacuja alonso 

(columbia university) and dr. waleed Ziad (university 

of north carolina-chapel Hill) for receiving the 2023 

aips Book prize! the aips Book prize committee selected two 

books for the annual award.

the committee found Huacuja alonso’s book, Radio for the Mil-

lions: Hindi-Urdu Broadcasting Across Borders, to be “a fascinat-

ing history of the role of radio at crucial points in south asian 

history… political intrigue, anticolonial resistance, quarrels about 

cinematic and musical taste, and wartime national pride were 

manifested through the airwaves and the policies guiding them. 

alonso’s impeccable research and accessible style of writing 

bring the background drama and the front-end effects of each 

turn of events to the scholar and lay reader alike.”

as noted by the committee, Ziad’s book, Hidden Caliphate: Sufi 

Saints Beyond the Oxus and Indus, “is an ambitious study of a 

network of sufi religious discourses and practices that spread 

through large stretches of asia: ‘across the indus and amu 

darya well into the inner asian steppes and western china.’ in 

Ziad’s meticulously detailed account, shaykh ahmad sirhindi’s 

concept of a millennial revival of islam lives through three cen-

turies of tumultuous history that connects the mughal, British, 

and sikh entanglements in south asia with the world that lay 

west of the ‘oxus and the indus.’ apart from contributing to 

the religious history of the mujaddidis, Ziad has accomplished a 

truly connected and multi-disciplinary history of sufism.”

You can read the Book prize committee’s full summaries on 

our website: www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/2023-

book-prize-awards.

AIPS 2023 
Book Award
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AIPS Member 
Highlights

Yaqoob Bangash

fulbright fellow at 

the mittal institute 

Yaqoob Bangash 

was awarded the 

fulbright scholar 

fellowship to the 

lm south asia 

institute, Harvard 

university for 2022-23. 

Matthew Cook

professor, north carolina central university

on february 18, 2022, matthew cook 

presented, “local culture and sufism: 

colonial debates, Graphic pluralism, and 

the teaching and learning of sindhi,” in 

Boston, ma at the association of asian 

studies conference. in late 2022, cook 

was invited to speak at the university 

of california, Berkeley as the annual 

mahomedali Habib distinguished lecturer 

on pakistan. His talk was entitled, “sindh, 

Graphic pluralism, and sufism: script 

and culture.” additionally, he edited six 

articles in Volumes 2 and 3 for the Journal 

of Sindhi Studies (Brill) and served as a 

panel chair, discussant, and organizer for 

the “aips emerging scholars symposium” 

during the annual south asia conference 

on october 20, 2022. cook was also a co-

organizer in the research proposal writing 

workshop: an aips academic workshop 

at forman christian college university in 

lahore on June 6-7, 2023.

Alex Cromwell

lecturer and associate director, 

George washington university

on november 4, 2022, alex cromwell 

virtually presented “musharraf’s enlight-

ened moderation program: an attempt at 

transforming education in pakistan.” He 

delivered this lecture at the book launch of 

Teaching Peace and Conflict: The Multiple 

Roles of School Textbooks in Peacebuild-

ing at the university of toronto, canada. 

Joel Gordon

professor, university of arkansas

Joel Gordon conducted a lecture titled 

“what is an archive: Graffiti and other 

ephemera” at the institute of Business 

administration in karachi on march 16, 2023. 

Gordon and the university of arkansas 

(ua) have welcomed dr. irfan waheed 

usmani, (assistant professor of History, 

Government college university, lahore) 

as a post-doctoral fulbright fellow for 

2023-24. dr. usmani will be resident in 

fayetteville, arkansas, affiliated with the 

ua department of History and king fahd 

center for middle east studies, where he 

will be working on a forthcoming project, 

“contextualizing the movements of islamic 

socialism in south asia: a case study of 

islamic socialist movement in pakistan 

c.1947—1977.” He will also be presenting a 

paper, “the origins, Genesis, and out-

comes of the islamic socialist discourse 

in pakistan Between 1947 and the 1990s: 

a critical analysis,” at the annual south 

asian conference in madison in october 

2023. dr. Gordon first met dr. usmani via 

an aips-sponsored workshop on “pop 

culture across Borders” in lahore in July 

2018. dr. usmani is one of the first cohort 

of post-covid fulbright scholars to reach 

the us after a long hiatus in the exchange 

program.

Walter Hakala

associate professor, 

university at Buf-

falo, sunY

walter Hakala was 

recently awarded a 

2023 multi-country 

research fellow-

ship from caorc. 

His paper is named “arabic-script Vernac-

ular literacy and public texts” and seeks 

to construct a history of arabic-script 

writing in south asian languages by visit-

ing sites in sri lanka, pakistan, and india to 

study early examples of vernacular writing 

in the arabic script.

Michael Hirsch

professor, Huston-tillotson university

in august of 2022, michael Hirsch was invi-

ted as a guest on the ptV program diplo-

matic enclave, hosted by omar khalid Butt. 

Nelofar Khamisani

Graduate teaching 

assistant, 

kansas state 

university

on march 27, 2023, 

nelofar khamisani 

presented at the 

critical Question 

in education conference. the event took 

place in san diego, california, and the 

theme for the conference was “chang-

ing the narrative about teaching.” Her 

presentation was “let teachers admire: 

stories about teachers and students” and 

focused on the experiences of both stu-

dents and teachers when covid-19 policies 

first began to affect schools. furthermore, 

she received certificates for professional 

development and leadership, as well as 

other honors including the alumni lead-

ership award, social Justice advocacy 

award for the department of curriculum 

and instruction, k-state alumni scholar-

ship award, and the international leader-

ship award from kansas state university. 

Mehak Khan

assistant professor, university of 

notre dame

mehak khan concluded her phd in english 

and critical theory in may 2023 at uc 

Berkeley. in fall 2023, she begins her posi-

tion as professor of Global anglophone 

literature with a focus on south asia at 

the university of notre dame. 

Ken LeBlond

marketing communications manager, 

university of massachusetts amherst

ken leBlond hosted the pakistan ambas-

sador to the us and the new York 

consular General on the umass amherst 

campus at the donahue institute. at the 

event, the ambassador spoke to a high 

school group in the morning and then led 

a discussion of pakistan-us relations on 

the umass campus in the evening. 

Ken LeBlond and Rizwan Shinwari 

rizwan shinwari and leBlond collaborated 

on a presentation at the national univer-

sity of modern languages on november 3, 

2022. leBlond gave a presentation on the 

u.s. credit system to shinwari’s macroeco-

nomics class via Zoom. leBlond detailed 

his experiences with credit cards, interest 

rates, and the credit reporting system. He 

then had a discussion with the students 

about islamic banking.

Uzma Rizvi

associate professor, 

pratt institute

uzma rizvi recently 

completed her aips 

fellowship work in 

sindh examining 

the archeological 

site of mohenjo-

daro. during her trip in december 2022, 

rizvi participated in a conference titled 

“new challenges to the physical Heri-

tage: climate change perspective” which 

was hosted by the Government of sindh’s 

culture, tourism, antiquities, and archives 

department. the conference was covered in 

the Friday Times. 

Shahnaz Rouse

professor, sarah lawrence college 

shahnaz rouse was the lead organizer of 

the colloquium entitled “a poetics of pres-

ence: photography, documentation, and 

History” held at sarah lawrence college 

on november 4, 2022. additionally, she 

was instrumental in the fundraising for this 

event through her work with internal and 

external grant applications. 

Sadaf Sajjad

professor, austin community college

sadaf sajjad has recently made a notable 

effort to incorporate the lens of Global 

peace and conflict studies, specifically 

focusing on the region of kashmir in paki-

stan, into her current syllabus. this innova-

tive approach aims to provide students 

with a comprehensive understanding of 

human growth and development in the 

context of war and conflict in pakistan.

SherAli Tareen

associate professor, 

franklin and marshall college

sherali tareen delivered a talk in pashto 

and urdu on his second book, Perilous 

Intimacies: Debating Hindu-Muslim Friend-

ship after empire. He presented this work 

about Hindu-muslim friendship at the 2023 

peshawar literature festival. 

Anita Weiss

professor, university of oregon

anita weiss participated in a caorc-

hosted webinar on october 27, 2022. 

the webinar explored her experience on 

an aips-affiliated caorc multi-country 

research fellowship and how the fellow-

ship helped influence her career research-

ing muslim women’s rights.

The archeological site of Mohenjo-Daro
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Photo copyright of family of Yasser Alwan 
and Sarah Lawrence College.
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AIPS 2022-23 
Institutional Member News

ous contribution of rafat pirzada and 

amna Jaffer. the s.s. pirzada prize honors 

the life of rafat’s father, syed sharifud-

din pirzada. the endowment fosters and 

recognizes the best dissertations in areas 

of humanities, 

social sciences, law, 

and public health 

related to paki-

stan. the univer-

sity of toronto’s 

dr. shozab raza 

received one of 

the awards with his 

dissertation titled, “theory from the 

trenches: revolutionary decolonization 

on pakistan’s landed estates.” Berkeley’s 

own graduate dr. Zahra Hayat, who is now 

assistant professor of anthropology at 

the university of British columbia, was the 

other awardee. Her winning dissertation 

was titled, “the 

scandal of access: 

pharmaceuticals in 

pakistan.” the re-

cipients will attend 

the award ceremo-

ny in fall of 2023. 

this event will 

feature a lecture 

from amna Qayyum, the 2021 recipient of 

the prize. Her discussion will be “repro-

duction and Histories of decolonization in 

pakistan c. 1947-71.” furthermore, another 

talk, “marvi’s sisters: Hindu Belonging and 

the muslim state in pakistan,” will be given 

by Ghazal asif farrukhi, who received 

an Honorable mention for the 2021 s.s. 

pirzada prize. 

 

Huston-Tillotson University 

Huston-tillotson’s trustee, dr. michael 

Hirsch, was invited to speak at the second 

international conference of collabora-

tive partnerships in strengthening social 

sciences: addressing indigenous and 

Global challenges. this event was hosted 

by the fatima Jinnah women university 

in rawalpindi from december 15-17. at the 

conference, Hirsch provided a keynote ad-

dress entitled, “students as researchers: 

undergraduate research as an innova-

tive teaching pedagogy.” during his time 

in rawalpindi, he also presented the talk 

“Globalized thought in the academy and 

Beyond” at the arid agricultural university 

rawalpindi. 

 

Northwestern 

University 

aips executive 

Board member 

dr. daniel maj-

chrowicz, who is 

assistant profes-

sor of south 

asian literature 

and culture at 

northwestern 

university, has 

recently published a new book, The World 

in Words: Travel Writing and the Global 

Imagination in Muslim South Asia (cam-

bridge university press, 2023). His study 

follows the social and literary history of 

urdu travelogue during the years 1840 to 

1990. the book explores how travel writers 

have utilized the genre to negotiate with 

and to highlight the dynamic social and 

political realities of a colonial and postco-

lonial existence.  

 

University of Oregon  

to enhance the study of climate change 

and Glaciology Gilgit-Baltistan, karakoram 

international university (kiu) in Gilgit has 

been visiting the university of oregon 

(uo) as part of a two-year project funded 

by the us embassy in pakistan. the mem-

bers of the kiu faculty possess extensive 

backgrounds in environmental sciences, 

earth sciences, glaciology, and media sci-

ences. each kiu colleague has been paired 

with a corresponding associate of the uo 

faculty, and the teams have met to discuss 

topics related to climate change. as part 

of this exchange, uo researchers have 

traveled to kiu to share their scientific 

expertise and simultaneously learn about 

climate challenges in the high-altitude 

region of Gilgit-Baltistan. the central goal 

of this two-year project is to increase col-

New Institutional 
Members
aips would like to welcome our 

three new institutional members! 

prof. farah Habib (Bristol community 

college), dr. sameetah agha (pratt 

institute), and dr. paul edleman (sauk 

Valley community college) will serve 

as the new aips trustees.

University of California, Berkeley  

on december 1, 2022, the 10th annual ma-

homedali Habib distinguished lecture on 

pakistan was delivered at uc Berkeley by 

dr. matthew a. cook, a historian of south 

asia and the current president of aips. His 

lecture was entitled, “sindh, Graphic plural-

ism, and sufism: script and culture.” 

uc Berkeley also supported the 2022 mir 

research fellowship in urdu studies, an 

award that seeks to assist university of cal-

ifornia graduate students in their research. 

through this fellowship, scholars andrew 

kerr, talib Jabbar, and ambika athreya 

were able to conduct various projects that 

contributed to academic urdu studies.  

additionally, uc Berkeley has awarded the 

2022 s.s. pirzada prize to two recipients: 

dr. shozab raza and dr. Zahra Hayat. this 

award was made possible by the gener-

Dr. Shozab Raza

Dr. Zahra Hayat
laboration between kiu and uo faculty in 

research and curriculum development of 

climate change and glaciological studies. 

it draws upon successful uo teaching-

learning and community outreach models, 

bringing them to kiu and customizing 

them according to the needs and require-

ments of the region.  

dr. anita m. weiss, professor of inter-

national & Global studies, is the project 

director. along with the uo faculty advi-

sory committee, dr. weiss organizes the 

logistics of the faculty exchange. applica-

tions for the next round of exchanges have 

already been sent to kiu faculty, and the 

new cohort is lined up to begin meetings 

with the uo mentors in the fall. as the cur-

rent visiting kiu faculty wrap up their visit 

to uo, both university partners have al-

ready reaped the benefits of one another’s 

expertise and enthusiasm for the project.  

Johns Hopkins University  

in coordination with engro corporation 

and the university of lahore, the Johns 

Hopkins university school of advanced 

international studies (sais) co-sponsored 

the conference on the future of the us-

pakistan relationship. the two-day event 

was hosted by the atlantic council’s south 

asia center from october 31 to november 

1, 2022. during the conference, participants 

discussed the bilateral relationship between 

pakistan and the us in terms of technol-

ogy, climate change, economics, agricul-

ture, and foreign policy. these enriching 

discussions highlighted the interdisciplinary 

issues connecting the two countries, and it 

provided insights into the shared futures of 

the nations.

Dr. Anita Weiss (third from right) with colleagues in Gilgit-Baltistan
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thank you to the aips 

Board of trustees for vot-

ing in the aips treasurer elec-

tion, and congratulations to dr. 

michael Hirsch!

Dr. Michael Hirsch (Treasurer 

from October 1, 2022 to Sep-

tember 30, 2025) is a professor 

of sociology 

and dean of 

the college 

of arts & 

sciences at 

Huston-til-

lotson uni-

versity. He 

received his ph.d. in sociology 

from the university of texas 

and received his m.a. and B.a. 

in sociology from the univer-

sity of wisconsin – milwaukee. 

He was trained as a generalist 

and has published in numer-

ous areas including drug use, 

program evaluation, gerontol-

ogy, expert witness testimony, 

the role of women’s education 

in the modern nation-state and 

how people make sense of what 

they believe to be encounters 

with ghosts. dr. Hirsch was the 

president of the association of 

applied and clinical sociology 

in 2011 and was president of the 

missouri sociological associa-

tion in 1996. dr. Hirsch served as 

the mayor of fayette, missouri 

from 1998 – 2003. dr. Hirsch 

is currently doing research on 

reconciliation between pakistan 

and india and the career paths 

of russian cosmonauts. 
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AIPS BoArD oF trUSteeS

arizona state university Yasmin saikia

Ball state university david roof

Boston architectural college eleni Glekas

Boston university shahla Haeri

Bristol community college farah Habib

Brown university Vazira Zamindar

clemson university archana Venkatesh

columbia university isabel Huacuja alonso

cornell university iftikhar dadi

florida international university t.J. liguori

Harvard university richard H. meadow

Huston-tillotson university michael Hirsch

Johns Hopkins university Joshua t. white

massachusetts institute of technology matthew saba

metropolitan state university of denver karam adibi

michigan state university farha abbasi

north carolina central university matthew a. cook

north carolina state university david Gilmartin

northwestern university daniel majchrowicz

pratt institute sameetah agha

princeton university david magier

sarah lawrence college shahnaz rouse

sauk Valley community college paul edleman

stanford university c. ryan perkins

stockton university robert nichols

syracuse university prema kurien

tufts university ayesha Jalal

university of arkansas at fayetteville Joel Gordon

university of california, Berkeley munis faruqui

university of california, los angeles akhil Gupta

university of chicago laura ring

university of delaware sabrin Beg

university of Hawaiʻi at mānoa anna stirr

university of illinois at urbana-champaign rini Bhattacharya mehta

university of michigan matthew Hull

university of north carolina at chapel Hill afroz taj

university of oregon anita weiss

university of pennsylvania mark lycett

university of texas at austin kamran asdar ali

university of washington cabeiri deBergh robinson

university of wisconsin-madison J. mark kenoyer

wake forest university charles kennedy

wellesley college christopher candland

Yale university sarah khan

individual member trustee amber abbas

individual member trustee carla petievich

individual member trustee Gwendolyn kirk

individual member trustee elizabeth lhost

individual member trustee maira Hayat

individual member trustee william Glover

AIPS exeCUtIve CoMMIttee

Matthew A. Cook (President)

north carolina central university

Iftikhar Dadi  (Vice President)

cornell university

Michael Hirsch (Treasurer) 

Huston-tillotson university

Cara Cilano (Secretary)

michigan state university

Rini Bhattacharya Mehta (At-Large Member)

university of illinois at urbana-champaign

Daniel Majchrowicz (At-Large Member)

northwestern university

(TBD)

(TBD)

AIPS MISSIoN StAteMeNt

the american 

institute of pakistan 

studies (aips), 

established in 1973, is 

a bi-national research 

and educational 

organization 

with a mission to 

promote academic 

study of pakistan 

in the us and to 

encourage scholarly exchange between the 

us and pakistan. to fulfill this mission, aips 

provides research fellowships to american 

researchers, administers lectureships, and 

sponsors academic conferences. it is a 501(c)

(3) tax exempt, autonomous organization 

and a member of the council of american 

overseas research centers.

thank you to Dr. Iftikhar Dadi, AIPS vice 
President, and AIPS staff members Paige 
Hendricks, Connor Steinke, vincent Chen, 
and layne Gebert for compiling and 
editing the newsletter.

Contact information: 
aips@pakistanstudies-aips.org  

www.pakistanstudies-aips.org

newsletter design: Hammond design, ann arbor
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n asymmetric information, relational con-

tracts, and prices: evidence from fresh pro-

duce supply chain in pakistan (economics).

n city of knowledge: lahore’s urdu Bazaar as 

engine of print, urbanity, and self-fashioning 

(History).

n dr. dastur dhalla library: mapping parsi writ-

ing and its literary archive in karachi (english).

n anticolonial relation: afro-asian solidarity 

in urdu magazines, 1947-1990 (comparative 

literature).

in addition to this exciting range of proj-

ects, aips awarded post-doctoral fellowships 

to Brannon ingram (northwestern university), 

mubbashir rizvi (american university), sameena 

azhar (fordham university), syed shahBano 

ijaz (university of ca-san diego), and walter 

Hakala (university of Buffalo). it also awarded 

pre-doctoral fellowships to aabiya noman Baqai 

(university of texas at austin), du fei (cornell 

university), kylie Gilchrist (Yale university/

university of manchester), muhammad Zubair 

abro (university of new mexico), onaiza arshad 

(Graduate center cunY), and saifullah nasar 

(university of michigan). this year’s post-doctor-

al and pre-doctoral fellowships explore various 

topics and include the disciplines of anthropol-

ogy, History, religious studies, english, commu-

nity planning, art, political science, and others.

also, congratulations to muhammad Zubair 

abro, who got the 2023 suhail Zaheer lari 

memorial fellowship and a pre-doctoral fel-

lowship. a doctoral candidate at the university 

of new mexico, abro’s project focuses on “the 

mediation of sindhi nationalism in the sufi 

voicings of the poetry of shah latif, and the 

implications of the practices of this under-

represented group for highlighting the internal 

diversity of pakistani nationalism.”

at the start of september, aips got a 2.2 

million dollar grant from the u.s. embassy in 

islamabad. over two years, aips will organize 

and implement five education and exchange 

programs with multiple partners in pakistan and 

the united states. they include:

n an american studies exchange & confer-

ence (university of wisconsin, madison, with 

karakoram international university, women 

university of multan, iqra university, karachi, 

women university of swabi, and university of 

azad Jammu and kashmir).

n a digital citizenship boot camp (digital 

rights foundation with aips-affiliated univer-

sities in islamabad, mardan, peshawar, multan, 

lahore, Hyderabad, Jamshoro, and Gilgit-

Baltistan or azad Jammu and kashmir).

n a science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics training and exchange series for 

female college students (university of dela-

ware and caorc with multiple aips-affiliated 

women’s universities in pakistan).

n a u.s.-pakistan higher education workshop 

and exchange program (university of wis-

consin, madison, and multiple aips-affiliated 

universities representing educators from all 

regions of pakistan).

n a university partnership and exchange for 

pakistani minority students and faculty to 

promote civic leadership (Huston-tillotson 

university with ten aips-affiliated universities 

[one faculty and four students] or five universi-

ties [two faculty and eight students]).

at the end of september, aips got a 

second grant from u.s. embassy in islamabad. 

this grant was for over $351,000. instead of 

extending a grant aips obtained when farhat 

Haq was president, the embassy awarded a 

new one for all unspent funds, added addition-

al monies, and extended the grant period.

the aips family grew in the past year. dr. 

paul edleman (sauk Valley community college), 

dr. farah Habib (Bristol community college), 

and dr. sameetah agha (pratt institute) will 

serve as the trustees for the institute’s three 

newest institutional members. institutional 

memberships are also likely to grow further: 

indiana university, Bloomington, and the univer-

sity of massachusetts, Boston, both submitted 

applications in 2023.

after 25 years with aips, mr. nadeem 

akbar, aips pakistan director, retired. nadeem 

has been integral to aips’s operations in 

pakistan. His contributions are appreciated and 

remembered by many. aips thanks him for his 

many years of service! the new aips pakistan 

director, dr. noman Baig, began work in July. 

dr. Baig is a cultural anthropologist with a ph.d. 

from the university of texas at austin. He was 

a founding faculty member at Habib univer-

sity in karachi. He served there as an associ-

ate professor of comparative Humanities and 

social development and policy and in various 

administrative positions at Habib university. 

aips welcomes noman!

as is always the case, aips’s staff in islam-

abad and madison deserve high praise. they 

are crucial to aips’s operations in the u.s. and 

pakistan. lastly, thank you to the Bot and ec 

members. their engagement and work are 

critical to aips’s success and its promotion of 

pakistan studies. 

all the best,

matt

President’s Report continued from page 2
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Wazir khan Mosque, 
lahore, Pakistan
Photo: Dr. Walter Hakala


